1999 cadillac deville ac compressor
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So I got the message that I was low on refrigerant and the compressor was shutting down to
protect itself. Thought I could handle the re-charge myself, but perhaps not! The kit I am using
says that I should connect my line no problem there , start the car, turn the AC on full blast and
begin charging. Problem is, the compressor will only run a few seconds, then shut off. The
indicated pressure in the system varies greatly as the compressor shuts off and on in very short
cycles. Is there something wrong with the compressor, or am I just doing this the wrong way? It
almost appears I should attempt the re-charge with the car and system turned off, but that's not
the way the kit says to do it. Is the "shut off" that the computer went through blocking my
attempt to re-charge? You are doing it correctly, but if you charged it with a can of freon and the
compressor still doesnt stay on for more than a couple seconds its possible the sensor is bad,
thus you are charging a system that could already be charged. Buy a sensor and take it to
someone that can capture the freon in the system, you change the sensor very easy then have
them recharge it. Were you able to get a can of refrigerant into the system or is it not drawing it
from the can? If it is not drawing it out of the can, there is an issue with the can tap. I used an
Ra can tap for many years and the seals went bad. I bought another tap and it does not work. I
have to use my 30 pound cylinder of Ra. If the system is pulling in the refrigerant from the can,
the compressor operates for a few seconds and then shuts down, check to see if the low
refrigerant code is set current. If it is, you may have a large leak in the system that needs to be
repaired. You will then need to use a vacuum pump to evacuate the system and then recharge 2.
My only comment is that I have read on this forum that one can bypass the sensor that shuts off
the compressor so that you can recharge it yourself. As it turns out, I had a faulty low pressure
sensor. Don't know the mechanics of the AC system. They replaced it and did the recharge and
everything appears to be ok knock on wood! Good news then, and I hope it stays fixed and the
Cadillac blows cold as it should. Thanks for letting us know how you resolved the issue. Follow
me on: Twitter Instagram Youtube. An can I find a new one to fit? What do you mean it won't fit?
The hose connector won't attach to the vehicle port? If that is the case, make sure you have the
low side fitting - there are two ports on the car. Sometimes, the valve sticks and will not allow
the hose to be attached. Briefly depress the valve with a small punch to free it up and the hose
should attach. Correct will not lock over the flange, have cleaned the valve also. I have looked at
the brass ones an they seem bigger. Will get one next time I am in town. Yeah if the compressor
is not running continuous during the charge then just disconnect the low side pressure switch
connector and ground let's switch out using a paperclip and inserting it into the two holes on
the low side pressure switch connector. That will cause the compressor to run continuously
while you charge when you're done charging plug the switch plug back in. Also yes he is right
sometimes you do have to add oil I generally do this if and when the orifice tube is being
replaced. Make sure you buy the correct type of Ra freon that has oil infused with the freon. If
the low refrigerant code is on the compressor wont run. Delete the code and the AC compressor
will run. I would not advise jumping the low pressure switch. Deleting the code is the right way.
Jumping the switch is the wrong way, review the factory service manual. In addition, oil is not
needed unless a component is replaced, i. Adding too much oil or adding oil willy nilly is not
advised. You can post now and register later. If you have an account, sign in now to post with
your account. Note: Your post will require moderator approval before it will be visible. Paste as
plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or
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Product breakdowns and malfunctions are covered after manufacturer's warranty. No additional
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months. A very few days after the guaranty expired it just broke down beyond repair. What a
deal work great best price for the quality. Had my son who is an auto mechanic install this on
my very old Cadillac. Installed as expected and work
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